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Boston University
Polish political leader
Andrzej Olechowski
delivers a lecture entitled The New Atlantic Partnership, on Monday, September 13, at the School of Management. Olechowski (left), the European deputy chairman of the Trilateral Commission and president of the Central European Forum, was a candidate for the presidency of Poland in 2000. He founded Poland's Civic Platform, a centrist party, after that year's elections. He will address the changing relationship between the United States and the European Union. Former New York Times foreign correspondent and current associate editor John Darnton (right) will respond. Darnton won a Pulitzer Prize in 1982 for his Times coverage of Poland's Solidarity movement and the imposition of martial law. He recently published his third novel, Mind Catcher. The free public lecture begins at 6 p.m. and is sponsored by BU's Institute for Human Sciences, in cooperation with the Polish American Networking Organization. For more information, call 617-358-2778.